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COLD CORNER - Editor's Letter

Value Proposition
US Foods has earned our Foodservice Distributor of the Year Award not by going about
its business as usual during perhaps the most un-usual time for foodservice in
decades, but by transforming itself into a multi-faceted solutions source for its
300,000 clients to access anytime. The company’s longtime tagline is “We Help You
Make It”, and that took on a whole new meaning in 2020.

From a bird’s-eye view, foodservice has traditionally been about delivering F&B—much
of it coming through the cold chain—to high-volume venues like restaurants, hotels,
schools, stadiums, and more. When I worked in the F&B purchasing department of a
large hotel many years ago, the relationship with our foodservice distributor consisted
mainly of phoning in our daily order (did I mention this was many years ago?) and the
company’s sales reps coming around occasionally to show us new products.

By Michael Costa

If that’s all US Foods did in 2020, many of their customers would likely be out of business today, given the way
coronavirus redrew the landscape of foodservice as we know it. Instead, the company assessed and acted quickly
at every stage of the pandemic—from helping restaurateurs rapidly shift to a carry-out/delivery model, offering
consultations on how to navigate the $2.2 trillion CARES Act to claim much-needed funds, and assisting them
during the initial reopening phase after weeks of being shut down, by offering supplies and signage geared toward
pandemic precautions.

For any business along the cold chain, US Foods can be a case study in providing value to customers beyond core
services. Try asking prospective and current clients how you can better understand their niche of the industry and
what short-term and long-term goals they have, and see what resources you can offer to help them get there.

Building relationships through value propositions can be a differentiator in securing new business and enabling
repeat business, which should be the goal of any company. It’s probably safe to say US Foods secured future
contracts with many of its foodservice clients last year through its actions, and it’s a lesson that in any competitive
industry, offering real value beyond your core services can give you an advantage, but it requires stepping outside
of a “business as usual” mindset, which US Foods did with measurable success last year.
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COVER STORY

SCROLL

By Michael Costa

2021 Foodservice Distributor
of the Year: US Foods

How US Foods delivered crucial business
solutions to its customers during

foodservice’s most challenging year.

US Foods delivered an array of practical programs via webinars and one-on-one client consultations focused on
alternative revenue streams like ghost kitchens; strategies to execute delivery and takeout menus; navigating the
$2.2 trillion CARES Act to claim funds; operational blueprints for reopening with coronavirus restrictions; supplies
and products tailored to pandemic precautions; and much more.

At this time last year, we at Refrigerated & Frozen Foods decided to put our annual
Foodservice Distributor of the Year Award on hold. The COVID-19 pandemic
precipitated unprecedented shutdowns in foodservice—restaurants, hotels, schools,
caterers, stadiums, and other volume venues—leaving behind thousands of shuttered
businesses. To put it lightly, there was very little to celebrate in foodservice last year.

However, during that time, distributor US Foods pulled the ultimate pivot—
transforming on the �y into a multi-faceted business strategy source for customers
confused about how to stay open with no on-premise dining, and offering vital support
to operators when they may otherwise have folded in 2020.

By Michael Costa

FAST FACTS
COMPANY: US Foods

HEADQUARTERS: Rosemont,
Illinois

TOP EXECUTIVE: Pietro Satriano,
Chairman & CEO

TOTAL EMPLOYEES: 28,000

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
(U.S.): 70

TOTAL RESTAURANT/
FOODSERVICE CLIENTS: 300,000

TOTAL 2021 SALES (through Q2):
$14 Billion (+28.1% YOY)

TOTAL 2020 SALES: $22.9 Billion

TOTAL F&B DONATIONS IN 2020:
$43 Million

Labor-saving apple/pineapple pico de gallo developed by US Foods as a versatile menu solution for its
clients. All photos courtesy of US Foods.

“Being able to rise above the challenges and continue to innovate with programming that helped independent
operators survive and sometimes thrive during the pandemic was very rewarding,” says Jim Osborne, SVP,
customer strategy & innovation at US Foods. “Our ‘We Help You Make It’ approach has always been about helping
operators succeed, and never has that been more important than it is today. I’ve heard many customers say our
tagline is more than just a tagline during these times; it’s a lifeline.”

Today, the industry is cautiously emerging from the pandemic—the Delta variant is still an X factor right now—and
restrictions on in-person dining have mostly been lifted, and elevated along with it, is foodservice distribution.

US Foods’ recovery—indicative of foodservice’s rebound overall—is re�ected through its recent quarterly and
annual �scal reports. In 2020 during the pandemic, the company’s sales decreased 11.8% to $22.9 billion compared
to 2019. So far through Q2 of 2021, sales have increased 28.1% to $14 billion, on track for $28 billion in sales,
which would easily eclipse 2019’s pre-pandemic $25.9 billion.

“In 2020, our case volume for restaurants fell close to 60% before starting to rebound in May and June. Since then,
our case volume and deliveries have quickly recovered as restaurants and consumers adapted to off-premise
dining,” Osborne says. “By the end of June 2021, total legacy case volume for US Foods was back to within 3% to
4% of 2019 levels. This gives us con�dence that the industry and our deliveries to customers will fully recover and
exceed 2019 levels in the future.”

That recovery has its foundation in the tough work and pragmatic decisions made by US Foods in 2020 that kept
clients on course to stay solvent. Here are some of the innovations, programs and initiatives executed by US Foods
over the past year that helped it earn our 2021 Foodservice Distributor of the Year Award.

US Foods addressed the shift to carry-out and delivery
menus during the past year by creating these custom
takeaway containers and pouches for customers.

US Foods contributed to several high-profile meal
packing events during the pandemic, including this one
with musician Jon Bon Jovi's JBJ Soul Foundation
supporting food pantries on Long Island.

Support Strategies
While retail sales soared for refrigerated and frozen foods during the pandemic, the cold chain was also
signi�cantly impacted by foodservice shutdowns. It’s estimated that large processors making cold foods produce
approximately one-third of their inventory for foodservice use. US Foods says about 50% of its own F&B inventory
is perishable, so when foodservice sales stop, changes are necessary to compensate.

The word “pivot” was used often during the pandemic to describe adjustments made by businesses to counter and
cope with the daily disruptions COVID-19 had on their operations. It’s not a stretch to say foodservice distribution
had to pivot the hardest along the cold chain, since their traditional business model—high-volume deliveries of
F&B to clients for primarily on-premise dining—evaporated once restrictions were put in place.

“We played an integral role in helping independent restaurant owners across the country innovate and adapt their
businesses in every way they needed as the pandemic changed the landscape. All our programs and innovations
were not just available to customers, but to any operator who needed support,” says Osborne.

Those initiatives included “deploying our national team of restaurant operations consultants, available 24/7, to
advise, counsel and support restaurateurs with one-on-one consultations and webinars to support them as COVID-
19 restrictions took hold,” Osborne explains. “We created in-depth operating playbooks on how to apply CDC
guidance to safely reopen; we delivered reopening kits containing vital information and supplies to operators,
offered free of charge; we developed the �rst-to-market Ghost Kitchen Playbook, a how-to guide for setting up a
new revenue stream with a ghost kitchen operation; and we were also �rst-to-market to offer free webinars and
consultations to help navigate the CARES Act, a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill to help restaurants fund
ongoing operations.”

The CARES Act in particular was di�cult for many operators to understand, according to Osborne, and they were
apprehensive about applying because they didn’t know where to begin. Osborne says through direct feedback from
their customers about US Foods’ assistance with the CARES Act, they were able to uncover billions in funding for
clients.

One example of many is Menches Brothers Restaurant in Uniontown, Ohio, which received more than $100,000 in
tax credits with US Foods’ help. “Our CARES Act support was hands-down the star of the show in 2020,” says
Osborne. “Having a team of dedicated consultants focused on helping struggling operators uncover billions of
dollars in relief that they didn’t know how to receive was one of the most powerful examples of how we helped
operators ‘Make It’ that I could ever imagine.”

US Foods publishes its seasonal Scoop catalog for customers, addressing menu trends
with relevant products produced by the company. During the pandemic, Scoop's focus
shifted toward time-saving foods and tamper-evident packaging, addressing the
immediate need for takeaway supplies.

Proactive Products
US Foods has its own in-house catalog of new products and supplies created exclusively for customers, called
Scoop. In years past, Scoop was about anticipating emerging menu trends, then tasking the company’s R&D chefs
to create F&B that addressed those trends and deliver to clients to help them generate more revenue. In 2020
though, the shift toward carry-out, delivery, and curbside pick-up, along with a labor crunch, necessitated a fresh
approach to Scoop’s offerings.

“We continue to design and launch labor-saving products in Scoop, but they are arguably more relevant than ever,”
says Stacey Kinkaid, VP of product development and innovation at US Foods. These include time-saving products
launched within the past year like the company’s four-ounce bags of pre-chopped fresh cilantro, which saves an
estimated 60 minutes of labor. Other new products include pre-made Alabama white barbecue sauce, which saves
about 30 minutes of work; a Roman-style arancini, saving three-hours compared to scratch preparation; ready-to-
serve pico de gallo; pre-sliced and marinated carne asada steak strips; and organic kombucha in single-serve cans
that can be easily added to delivery and take-out menus.

“We continue to develop products speci�c for off-premise growth as we don’t expect this to slow in the coming
months. This includes individually wrapped grab-and-go options, unique packaging options and our portfolio of
tamper evident bags, pouches and labels,” Kinkaid says. “Restaurant operators struggle to balance the resurgence
of on-site diners and existing take-out and delivery operations ramped up during the pandemic. Our latest summer
Scoop helps address these challenges and can help operators save approximately 85% to 95% in back-of-house
preparation time compared to making from scratch, helpful for restaurants operating with fewer and less
experienced kitchen staff.”

Sustainability is another area where US Foods is devoting its R&D resources, both for menus and packaging. New
products include taco-�avored quinoa crumbles and a vegan sweet potato �atbread to help address demand for
�exitarian options, and for ongoing carry-out and delivery operations, a 32-ounce pulp folding container to transport
orders, made with bagasse �ber, which is leftover after sugarcane is processed.

“Diners are demanding products with sustainable attributes,” notes Kinkaid, “and research shows that these
consumer behaviors have only intensi�ed since the start of the pandemic.”

US Foods' R&D chefs have been busy creating labor-saving menu items for customers to help ease the burden of an
ongoing staffing crisis in foodservice.

Dedicated Distribution
US Foods currently operates 70 distribution centers across the United States, amounting to more than 18 million
square feet. The company just opened a new facility in New Orleans, and has another in Sacramento opening
soon.

“We’re always looking to see how we can grow and utilize our network depending on customer needs. This could
come either through brown�eld expansions or green�eld facilities,” says Osborne. “We also make strategic
investments where needed on both our �eet and our distribution centers to ensure we have the right amount of
storage for our customers. In addition, we strive to use our existing assets most e�ciently. For example, we
continuously improve our routing algorithms to make best use of our refrigerated trucks.”

US Foods donated $43 million in F&B and other supplies to help feed people left economically vulnerable by the
pandemic.

Community Outreach
While foodservice was in �ux last year, US Foods dedicated much of its inventory and resources to helping those
out of work and in need of basics like food. The company donated $43 million in F&B and other supplies to help
feed people left economically vulnerable by the pandemic.

“Our teams worked with Feeding America food banks, local partners, customers and community leaders to donate
critical resources to those who needed it most,” Osborne says. “These donations provided millions of meals to feed
families struggling with stay at-home orders, healthcare workers, and students facing school closures. For
example, the US Foods team in Hurricane, West Virginia, donated 56,000 meals to local students from 18 schools
throughout the county. In Phoenix, Arizona, our team donated more than $100,000 of protein and produce to St.
Mary’s Food Bank within the �rst weeks of the pandemic to provide immediate relief and meet increasing
demand.”

US Foods also lent support to displaced foodservice workers impacted by the pandemic. The company offered
logistics help and resources for high-pro�le meal packing events, collaborating with Chicago chef Rick Bayless to
feed furloughed restaurant employees; musician Jon Bon Jovi’s JBJ Soul Foundation supporting food pantries in
Long Island; and Chef José Andrés, aiding his Chef Relief Team to deliver food and supplies across the country.

From today’s perspective, the initiatives and strategies undertaken by US Foods in 2020 not only helped their
clients survive during the pandemic, but positioned them to thrive in what is now a very different foodservice
environment than before coronavirus.

“Our restaurant customers have proved to be very resilient and have been the quickest to recover, while our
hospitality customers, which includes hotels, stadiums and caterers, have been a little slower to recover, but case
volume with those clients has started to improve,” says Osborne. “Consumer adoption of digital ordering and off-
premise dining is well ahead of pre-pandemic levels, and when you combine this with the return of in-person
dining, the future outlook for our industry is extremely bright.”
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COLD DESIGN BUILD

Current Trends in Cold
Facility Construction
Catalysts and concerns affecting 
design-build business for Q4 of 2021.

Photo courtesy of ESI Group USA.

Because this is a highly competitive industry, we’ve kept the participants anonymous so the information can be
framed as an overview of speci�c topics, and not re�ective of one particular �rm—especially in relation to the
number of projects underway/completed/in the pipeline. This also allowed those answering to be more
forthcoming with details, as some did not wish to participate otherwise.  

Based on our survey results, here’s what our design-build respondents had to say about the business of cold facility
construction in 2021.

The facilities that produce, package, store, and distribute cold foods were truly
essential in helping the supply chain satisfy record demand for those products during
2020, while the paradigm shift created by pandemic shopping habits—particularly e-
commerce—is still being felt today. As a result, many design-build �rms are busier
than ever, as the need for cold storage space, plant expansions, facility renovations,
ful�llment centers and distribution hubs has only increased.

We recently surveyed several �rms about what’s driving business this year, and also,
what’s driving them crazy when it comes to material shortages, labor needs,
unrealistic timelines, and more.

By Michael Costa

While the exact numbers vary, most of those surveyed say approximately 70% of their projects are renovations/retrofits,
while the rest are new-build/greenfield sites. Of those projects, about 60% are cold storage/distribution centers, and the
remaining 40% are cold food processing facilities. Photo courtesy of Big-D Construction.

Material Shortages
Cold foods manufacturers have been experiencing ingredient shortages for most of 2021, due to supply chain
irregularities and delays in delivery. Cold facility construction is enduring the same level of unpredictability for
building materials, especially joists, steel, petroleum-based products like plastics, insulation, metal panels, glass
and more. Some of those surveyed also say obtaining permits for projects today is slower than years past.

Those that can secure materials need a longer lead time for delivery, which is affecting schedules to complete
projects, and in some cases, cause owners to reconsider, particularly as in�ation is driving prices up for those
materials, impacting budgets. All of the �rms surveyed say they expect this to continue into 2022, potentially
affecting timelines next year as well.

Speed To Market
Building material shortages are slowing projects originally slated with aggressive timelines for opening, due to
heightened demand for cold storage space driven largely by e-commerce/direct-to-consumer deliveries and last-
mile logistics. Also, with ingredient unpredictability, some cold foods companies are producing extra products
while they can and looking for a place to store them instead of relying on a �uctuating supply chain to distribute
them as scheduled.

Some of our respondents say due to accelerated timelines, they’re building what owners have identi�ed as
essential areas of a facility �rst in a phased approach, so those spaces can be utilized immediately, while the
remaining construction takes place around it until completion. Others say an alternative solution is locating and
retro�tting existing buildings to put a facility into operation faster than a new-build project if speed to market is
crucial.

Like many other industries, design-build and construction are experiencing staff shortages, and working hard to retain
the labor they already have. Photo courtesy of ESI Group USA.

Labor Crunch
All of our respondents say the current labor shortage is worse in 2021 than it was during the pandemic last year.
Some say a combination of factors is driving today’s crunch: a retiring workforce of older staff—some nudged to
move on by the pandemic last year—coupled with a very small pool of younger workers to replace them has
created a gap. Others mention unemployment bene�ts during the past year giving people less incentive to work,
which is a situation cited in several other industries experiencing a compressed labor market as well.

Competition is also �erce for employees in cold facilities. Our respondents say they’ve been asked to create
modern and engaging o�ce spaces, lobby areas, staff break rooms, and more, in the hopes that those spaces will
help attract new workers and enable companies to retain existing employees too.  

Automation
Because of the unpredictability of the labor market mentioned above, many owners are asking design-build �rms
to add as much automation as possible to their facilities—within budget—helping to �ll productivity gaps and
reduce their reliance on people to complete tasks. Owners are weighing the cost factor as well, since the upfront
price of automation can be high, but long-term savings can be realized with reduced labor expenses.

Of all the questions on our survey, nearly all of our respondents answered that automation was the top request
from owners for new-build and renovated facilities over the past year. Most owners are also asking for energy-
e�cient and resource-saving materials and designs to enable facilities to save money on operating costs and
utilities over time.

Automation was a top request by cold-facility owners
among our survey respondents this year. Photo courtesy
of ARCO National Construction.

Energy-saving materials like these solar panels are also
a high-priority for owners looking to cut operating costs
and utility usage. Photo courtesy of ARCO National
Construction.

Whether a project is a cold storage warehouse or a food processing facility with attached cold storage, our survey
respondents say owners are asking for built-in expansion capabilities to enable growth in the future. Photo courtesy of
 A M King.

Project Types
While the exact numbers vary, most of those surveyed say approximately 70% of their cold facility projects are
renovations or expansions, while the rest are new-build sites. A few �rms have those numbers reversed: 70%
green�eld and 30% retro�t. Of those projects, about 60% are cold storage facilities/distribution centers, while the
remaining 40% are food processing facilities with cold storage attached.

The �rms we contacted also say many owners want facilities that have built-in expansion capabilities and room to
grow in the future, anticipating the industry will continue its upward trajectory.

Flexible, speculative facilities can host several companies under one roof, leasing designated cold storage areas and/or
food processing space to satisfy a variety of business needs. Photos courtesy of Big-D Construction.

Speculation And Consolidation
Our respondents say a growing portion of their projects are �exible speculative facilities, with owners leasing out
convertible space in those buildings to satisfy demand for storage, and in some cases, small-scale cold foods
processing as well, with the total square footage eventually leased to different companies under one roof. This
serves as an option for cold foods startups wanting to scale up production without building their own facilities, and
for existing companies to lease space with distribution potential in emerging regions to speed up last-mile
logistics needs.

Some of those surveyed say consolidation in the industry—particularly with larger companies acquiring smaller
cold facility businesses—is making it di�cult to maintain relationships with clients due to turnover after
acquisition, and having to build those relationships all over again. Some respondents say this can be a temporary
setback for repeat business opportunities.

All of our survey respondents say they have the same amount of work or more scheduled for 2022, while nobody
responded that they have fewer projects slated for next year. Photos courtesy of Big-D Construction.

Overall Outlook
Our respondents report a wide range as far as the exact number of projects slated for completion this year and
those in the pipeline for next year, so comparisons for total volume of work will vary depending on the �rm.
However, from a year-over-year growth standpoint, every �rm we contacted says they have at least as many cold
facility projects scheduled for 2022, and in many cases, they have even more work next year, in the range of +25%.
No �rm we contacted has less work on the books for 2022, and some say they expect to be very busy into 2023 at
the current pace.

Finally, many of those surveyed say the post-pandemic era hasn’t arrived yet due to the Delta variant, so there may
be continued coronavirus impacts this year affecting labor challenges, productivity, manufacturing, and shipping
along the cold chain.
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COLD ENERGY MANAGEMENT

How Efficient Foodservice
Meat Production Reduces
Waste and Improves Profits
Purchasing factory-trimmed meat or frozen, pre-portioned items can lower
labor costs and signi�cantly elevate yields.

Let’s start with the �rst challenge and what restaurants can do about it. Costs are up across almost all expense
categories including rent, ingredients, services, and most notably labor. Good luck trying to �nd a restaurant owner
who feels that the labor market is not the most di�cult it has ever been. Owners tell stories of workers
demanding signi�cantly higher wages; of for the �rst time hiring people with no experience whatsoever; of those
new hires never returning after the �rst night because they couldn’t handle the work; and of working long hours to
do jobs that they never had to do before.

Restaurant operators never had it easy. Long before the pandemic, it was their
industry that was notorious for a high failure rate. The estimates vary, but the most
commonly quoted number is that in good times, 60% of restaurants fail within their
�rst year, and 80% within �ve years. That’s a staggering statistic by itself.  

When restaurants fell onto the pandemic roller coaster, they were already tired and
had the odds of success stacked heavily against them. That so many restaurants
managed to survive the pandemic is a testament to their tenacity, adaptability and
passion.

As conditions seemingly return to normal and restaurants appear busy, it is easy to
assume that restaurants are also back to their normally challenging times. However,
conditions are not back to normal for restaurants. They are still riding rough seas and
facing new headwinds, not least of which are labor availability and cost, as well as
demand volatility.   

By Justin Marx

Some meat producers specialize in supplying products that can mitigate the effects of the current labor shortage. All
images courtesy of North American Meats & More.

Factory Fabrication
Some meat producers are in a far better position to supply products that can mitigate the effect of this labor
shortage. Companies recognize they can more e�ciently clean cuts at the plant level than even a good butcher
can at the restaurant level, and quietly focus on end-user needs by taking their fabrication all the way to being
restaurant ready.  

We’ll use a popular bistro cut, the �at iron, as an example. The standard USDA �at iron spec yields only about 40%
usable steaks, along with 21% usable trim and a whopping 39% waste.  An e�ciently cut �at iron which is
substantially cleaner and notably missing the massive, useless fat cap yields 63% steaks and 26% usable trim, a
23% improvement in steak yields and 5% improvement in usable trim.  

If a small restaurant that does about $1 million in annual sales sells 15 ten-ounce �at iron steaks a night at a raw
material cost of $5.50 per pound and enough burgers to use all the usable trim, it will reduce food cost by $1.38
per steak or about $4,025 over the course of a year. It would also generate about 100 extra pounds of usable trim
in a year that would make 200 burgers at no cost for savings of about $350.

Add in a modest labor savings of approximately $600 from reduced labor required to clean standard �at irons, and
the restaurant operator saves a total of $4,975 per year on a single menu item just by switching to a product that
is further fabricated in a boning room instead of in a kitchen. This one example highlights the e�ciencies that are
out there if the restauranteur has an open mind to new products and suppliers that it can trust to bring to bring
pro�tability-enhancing items.

An efficiently cut flat iron which is substantially cleaner and missing the fat cap yields 63% steaks and 26% usable trim,
a 23% improvement in steak yields and 5% improvement in usable trim.  
 
 
 IQF Solutions
Another increasingly common practice is for chefs to use blast frozen, IQF portioned steaks to address the second
signi�cant challenge that restaurants face today: demand volatility. COVID-19 news continues to drive new
changes to the rules as well as changing diner’s behavior, which means that sales on any given night can �uctuate
much more dramatically than in the past.  Properly frozen portions are one way that an operator can handle that
volatility while also purchasing su�cient quantities to get a good price and satisfy their vendor’s delivery
minimums.

Switching to IQF steaks could substantially improve operations and pro�tability, but it requires a change of thinking
when it comes to frozen meat. If meat is commercially frozen with substantial shelf-life remaining, a frozen steak
tastes identically to a fresh steak. To believe this, skeptical chefs need to understand the reasons why they have
developed an aversion to frozen meat. Most of the time, distributors and producers are freezing product because
they haven’t been able to sell it and the product is running right up to its expiration date. Naturally, by the time you
slack that meat out it will be funky.

But when meat is intended to be frozen and is done so with enough shelf-life remaining, the quality can be perfect.
If it’s individually vacuum sealed and cut by expert butchers, the restaurant operator doesn’t have to take a knife to
their meat and must simply take out a few steaks for service. If it’s a busy night, the chef can simply remove more
steaks from the freezer on the �y and run them under cold water for 30 minutes. If the night, or week is quiet,
there is no risk of loss because the steak inventory is safely in the freezer.  

A restaurant operator can improve their pro�tability by using cuts with superior fabrication and/or blast frozen
portions. It doesn’t remove all the challenges of course, since they still need to �nd employees to cook the meat
properly.
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COLD FOOD SAFETY

Is Blockchain a Game
Changer for Food Safety?

When a foodborne illness outbreak occurs, the �rst order of business is to inform supply chain partners and the
public and to remove potentially tainted food from circulation. For example, heads of lettuce harvested at one
farm may be shipped to retail and foodservice locations in multiple regions around the country. Recalling and
pulling those products from hundreds of locations quickly, e�ciently, and accurately is crucial—and very
challenging. In order to effectively do so, the product must be located, and without good data and an automated
system to support a robust track-and-trace infrastructure, such efforts could be prone to catastrophic failures.

With food safety concerns at the forefront and the importance of improving food traceability, the US Food and Drug
Administration (US FDA) released its New Era of Smarter Food Safety Blueprint in July 2020. This initiative
outlines a commitment to dramatically improve food safety and calls for a new, technology-driven approach to
modernize the food system by leveraging technology to track and trace products throughout the supply chain.  

In the past few years, blockchain has become one of the most intriguing technologies under investigation,
considering its potential to create an ironclad system for tracking food products all the way from a speci�c �eld to
multiple end locations in real time.

Supply chains across all industries are undergoing technological transformation to
become more e�cient, increase visibility, and improve transactions between trading
partners and consumers. Product shortages and delays across multiple product
categories during the COVID-19 pandemic made headlines, highlighting the impact of
supply chains on people’s lives.  

These challenges exposed existing gaps in supply chain data. It became obvious that
stakeholders needed far more detailed knowledge about product availability, location,
shipping, and distribution to adjust for �uctuations in supply and demand. The food
industry faced these same challenges while also driving to increase supply chain
traceability in support of improving food safety.

By Kevin Otto

As blockchain’s potential application continues to be studied and discussed, data standards will be vital to ensure
interoperability for the information exchange it is intended to facilitate. Image courtesy of iStock/Shutter2U.

What Is Blockchain?
At its core, a blockchain is an immutable distributed ledger—a shared database that trading partners can use to
securely transmit information, which cannot be modi�ed or deleted, about transactions and events. It makes
captured data accessible to all trading partners along the distribution network. As a decentralized data exchange,
blockchain ensures information is replicated, shared, and synchronized across multiple locations, which makes the
data more trustworthy, resilient, and secure.

When critical information about a product (like lot/batch number and expiration date) and supply chain events (like
shipping, delivery) is accurately captured at every point through the product journey and shared with stakeholders
in real time, tracing backwards becomes in�nitely easier. Expired, defective, or tainted products can be readily
located within the supply chain, recalls can be executed far more e�ciently, and a great deal of waste can be
prevented through laser-focused identi�cation of products that must be removed, thereby sparing the rest from
unnecessary disposal.

Standards Support Blockchain
GS1 Standards—the most widely used supply chain standards in the world—are foundational to the information
sharing that blockchain can enable. The food industry already uses GS1 Standards to format and share
information using unique identi�cation of products, locations, and assets. The standards make it possible for all
parties to exchange clear, accurate data that every stakeholder can read and understand. Upon that foundation,
blockchain can provide the immutable, tamper-proof, automated “place” for that data to reside.

Speci�cally, the GS1 Global Trade Item Number (GTIN), Global Location Number (GLN), and EPCIS (Electronic
Product Code Information Services) remove barriers that can be caused by disparate entries using proprietary
systems to manage data. EPCIS enables supply chain partners to capture transactional information about supply
chain events (e.g., shipped; received; etc.) in a standardized format and to share that information with their trading
partners. EPCIS is in use today across various industries and is well well-suited for blockchain solutions to
enhance scalability and data exchange across trading partner networks.

Blockchain has the potential to create an ironclad system for tracking food products all the way from a specific field to
multiple end locations in real time. Image courtesy of iStock/Smederevac.

Connecting The Dots With Interoperability
Interoperability—the ability to exchange data between different companies’ systems—is a cornerstone of an
effective traceability infrastructure. A recent seafood industry pilot study demonstrated how technical standards
for product identi�cation and data communication can help the industry achieve interoperability among diverse
proprietary traceability systems while leveraging blockchain, cloud, or other technologies to optimize data sharing.
The pilot was conducted by GS1 US in collaboration with the Global Dialogue on Seafood Traceability (GDST), the
Institute of Food Technologists (IFT), Beaver Street Fisheries, Bumble Bee Seafoods, Chicken of the Sea,
FoodLogiQ, IBM Food Trust, Insite Solutions/Norpac, ripe.io, SAP, Walmart, and Wholechain.

The traceability study focused on the GS1 System of Standards and on the GDST 1.0 seafood standards.
Interoperability of these systems enhances widespread supply-chain digitization and supports future requirements
of the US FDA’s proposed Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) section 204 food traceability rule. Using real-
world data, the pilot showed how EPCIS effectively enables recording of the what, where, when and why of supply-
chain events, connecting multiple traceability systems. It clearly established the necessity of standards to identify
products, entities, locations, critical tracking events, and key data elements to support interoperability.

Technologies Converge
Overall, improved traceability in the food supply chain is essential in today’s world where consumers are hungry for
information. Blockchain may prove highly useful in supporting a fully transparent, immutable record of product
movement through the supply chain. As blockchain’s potential application continues to be studied and discussed,
data standards will be vital to ensure interoperability for the information exchange it is intended to facilitate.
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COLD FOODS PACKAGING

Trends Driving Reusable
Packaging Growth Along
the Cold Chain

Adoption Of Automation
Recently, we’ve seen an increase in the use of automated systems along the cold chain due in part to the lack of
available labor in the market. This adoption of automation is also driving companies to implement packaging
solutions designed to work well in automated applications.

One reusable packaging solution that’s optimized for automation are plastic pallets. Unlike traditional wood
pallets, plastic pallets are dimensionally consistent and create a smooth interface between automated systems
and product loads. On the �ip side, wood pallets have a higher likelihood for broken boards or nails popping out,
causing potential downtime in an automated system, as well as possible product damage. Certain reusable plastic
pallets also have molded-in frictional elements that can prevent slippage off fork equipment, maximizing product
protection and employee safety.

But before implementing automated processes, it’s important to ensure your packaging integrates well into the
system as it can be costly and time-consuming to retro�t your packaging after implementation.

From the processing plant to the warehouse and into the brick-and-mortar store or to
the curbside for customer pickup, the complexity of the cold chain and its many stops
makes packaging an important consideration for food safety. Given the temperature-
sensitive nature of dairy, meat, beverages and frozen products, it is imperative that
they are e�ciently stored and transported along these multiple stops in the supply
chain.

In making packaging decisions for the cold chain, companies need solutions that will
help them achieve e�ciencies in handling across systems while ensuring their product
is moved quickly and without damage. Reusable plastic packaging solutions can help
ensure cold goods make it to the refrigerator or freezer safely, while delivering the
seamless handling experience the cold chain requires. Why adopt reusable packaging?
There are four main trends driving the shift toward reusables in packaging for cold
supply chains:

By Bob Petersen

In making packaging decisions, companies need solutions that will help them achieve efficiencies in handling across
systems while ensuring their product is moved quickly and without damage. All photos courtesy of ORBIS Corporation.

Push For Sustainability
In recent years, even pre-COVID-19, supply chain sustainability has increasingly become a top-of-mind issue for
companies. This trend has encouraged companies to seriously investigate plastic pallets and other reusable
solutions as replacements for their expendable packaging to lessen waste, reduce energy use and cut greenhouse
gas emissions. The usage of plastic pallets not only reduces the amount of lumber waste, but also reduces the
emissions and water needed to manufacture or recycle wood pallets after their limited use. Unlike wood, the long-
term, repeatable performance of reusable plastic packaging solutions leads to less waste, adding to their ROI and
sustainable advantages. What’s more, these solutions can then be recycled and reprocessed into new solutions at
the end of their useful life with zero impact to the solid waste stream.

Taking it a step further, some companies look to incorporate innovative sustainable materials into their packaging
solutions. Depending on the packaging provider, companies can incorporate coastline plastic waste at risk of
entering our oceans into solutions for their supply chain. Some reusable packaging companies also offer buy-back
programs where they will purchase obsolete packaging that has reached its end of life and repurpose it into new
packaging products.

Increased Need For Hygienics  
The events of the past 18 months have elevated the importance of hygienic and sanitary packaging solutions,
especially in food plants and warehouses. This means that packaging must be hygienic to keep food products safe
for consumption. In turn, packaging needs to have a hygienic design that’s easy to sanitize, able to withstand
different temperatures and moistures within the environment, and reduce the risk of product damage.

Hygienic reusable plastic packaging solutions are �t for speci�c, and sometimes highly regulated, industries and
applications. They’re easily sanitized, making it a better �t for cold supply chains than traditional wood solutions.
This ease of cleanability is also important as these solutions come into contact with numerous food products
before being reused.

The design of reusable solutions also affords minimized areas for contaminants to collect, with no hidden cavities
or shallow areas. This same all-plastic construction makes reusable solutions very durable and prevents them
from breaking down like corrugated boxes and wood pallets, further contributing to their hygienic and ergonomic
bene�ts.

Retail-ready bulk displays for refrigerated goods like milk or water also support the efficient delivery and merchandise
of product as they seamlessly wheel off the truck and right into walk-in coolers.
 

Boom In E-Commerce
The best supply chains deliver products seamlessly from the manufacturer through distribution to the shelf and
consumer. With e-commerce and curbside pickup continuing to rise, packaging must also support effective and
e�cient merchandising. Retailers are looking to reusable packaging solutions that support the quick unload and
merchandising of their store, decrease touchpoints and add e�ciency.

Mobile to static pallet solutions allow companies to move goods from the truck to the point of sale for a one-touch
replenishment operation. This accelerates load and unload times at the retail location and helps grocers quickly
ful�ll orders to deliver curbside.  To quickly and e�ciently �ll online orders, �nding packaging that eliminates the
need for bulky material handling equipment in the retail setting is essential.

Some reusable plastic pallets have molded-in frictional elements that can prevent slippage off fork equipment.

For those in the cold chain food industry, keeping food fresh and safe throughout its entire supply chain journey is
of the utmost importance. But in today’s cold chain, packaging solutions for the food industry must not only safely
store and transport food, but also seamlessly integrate with automated systems, reduce contributions to climate
change, keep products safe for consumption, and support e-commerce operations.

Reusable packaging can help you do all this, while maintaining the cold chain’s fundamental mission to e�ciently
transport food. Work with a reusable packaging manufacturer to determine the best solutions for your operation,
and where you might be able to make optimizations.
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COLD RETAIL PRODUCTS

Meals & Entrées

CLICK HERE

Click HERE to see more new refrigerated and
frozen retail products on our website

PLANT-BASED SHRIMP BOWLS
CLO-CLO Vegan Foods introduces plant-based shrimp entrée bowls and a "mac and cheeze" bowl as consumer
demand for plant-based frozen entrées continues. The plant-based shrimp is based off the konjac root, which
gives the shrimp the texture, look and taste of traditional shrimp. All four bowls are made without the top 8
allergens (dairy, egg, soy, shell�sh, �sh, peanuts, gluten & tree nuts) with zero cholesterol per serving. The four new
entrée bowls are available now in the frozen aisles at Sprouts Farmers Market stores.

NEW CHICKEN INDIAN ENTRÉES
Deep Indian Kitchen has added two new frozen entrees to its product lineup: Chicken Vindaloo, and Coconut
Chicken Korma. For consumers unfamiliar with the dishes, Chicken Vindaloo is similar to Tikka Masala but with a
hot-spice coconut based sauce, while Coconut Chicken Korma is similar to Chicken Curry but with a coconut-based
sauce blended with tomatoes and cream and accentuated by mild, sweet spices like cardamom. The company is
switching from lamb to chicken in 2021 for its Vindaloo meals, since research shows chicken is the #1 preferred
protein in America, far ahead of lamb consumption.

ON-TREND FROZEN MEALS
Conagra has launched new frozen dishes for its Healthy Choice brand, including: Healthy Choice Zero—keto-
friendly meals with less than 10g net carbs and no added sugar. They include smart carb swaps like zoodles and
riced cauli�ower, and come in Tomato Basil Chicken, Carne Asada, Sesame Chicken with Zoodles and Verde
Chicken varieties. Also new are Healthy Choice Max meals, which are 40% larger than regular Healthy Choice
Power Bowls. These hearty entrees deliver up to 34g of satiating protein. Flavors include Tex-Mex Chicken, Lemon
Herb Chicken, and Honey Sriracha Chicken.

OVEN-FRIED CHICKEN
Lean Cuisine has launched a line of Oven Fried Chicken Bowls, containing �avorful, white meat chicken that is
breaded, lightly coated with a touch of oil, and then blasted with superheated air for an ‘air fried taste’, which
makes the chicken extra crispy and juicy. They come in two varieties: Oven Fried Chicken with Buffalo-Style Mac &
Cheese, and Oven Fried Chicken with Mashed Potatoes, each with an MSRP of $3.49.

FAMILY-SIZE ASIAN DINNERS
Supporting the demand for premium products from shoppers across all income levels, plus honing in on the desire
for convenience and variety in at-home meals, Saffron Road has launched a new line of family-size meals with
three dishes: Chicken Pad Thai, Chicken Biryani, and Pineapple Fried Rice with Chicken—all of which will transport
your senses to far off destinations and can easily be prepared and shared with family or friends at home. These
family size dinners are available at Whole Foods Market, Walmart and Harris Teeter.

PROTEIN-PACKED BREAKFAST BOWLS
Sweet Earth has launched three new Breakfast Bowls, in Protein Lover’s, Huevos Rancheros, and Southwest
Veggie varieties. The Protein Lover’s Breakfast Bowl features a plant-based meaty scramble �lled with cage-free
eggs, plant-based sausage and bacon, spinach and cheddar cheese. The Huevos Rancheros Breakfast Bowl
contains Mexican-inspired �avors with cage-free eggs, plant-based chipotle seitan, cotija cheese, sweet potatoes,
peppers and tortilla strips. Finally, the Southwest Veggie Breakfast Bowl is made with a Southwest scramble of
cage-free eggs, poblano peppers, black beans, cilantro lime brown rice and Monterey jack cheese. Each is sold for
an MSRP of $4.79.

VEGETARIAN AND VEGAN ENTRÉES
Tattooed Chef is continuing to up the ante with new textures and �avors for plant-based eaters. Available in Sam’s
Club stores nationwide, shoppers can �nd three new meals: the Cheeseburger Bowl, with riced cauli�ower, plant-
based beef and cheddar cheese topped with secret sauce, relish and grilled onions; Pad Thai Riced Cauli�ower,
containing carrots, red bell peppers and bean sprouts mixed in a tangy pad Thai sauce; and Huevos Rancheros,
featuring cage-free scrambled eggs and black beans layered in with a corn tortilla, ranchero sauce, salsa verde,
and topped with cotija cheese. MSRP is $9.98 - $12.98.

GREEK FLAVORS
Yaya’s Garden, maker of frozen plant-based and Mediterranean entrées, is launching into Whole Foods and Central
Market stores. Each entrée is inspired by the recipes of the brand’s Greek matriarch and grandmother, Yaya,
offering shoppers fresh, bold and unique �avor pro�les paired with a convenient frozen format. Entrées include:
Pastitsio, a luscious Greek lasagna; Gemista, a Greek take on stuffed peppers and tomatoes; Moussaka, a rich,
Greek casserole; and Melitzana, a Greek baked eggplant dish. Each entrée has an MSRP of $6.99.
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COLD FOODS PRODUCTION

ROBOTIC CAKE DECORATING
Apex Motion Control, specialists in robotics and automation for the baking and food industry, has transformed the
cake decorating process with the Dual Baker-Bot decorating line. This provides bakeries with a new way to
effortlessly decorate cakes without any strain, thanks to these collaborative robots. With its easy-to-use interface,
all you need to do is draw a design onto the Baker-Bot’s tablet, then the Baker-Bot can easily handle the rest. This
system can create designs ranging from personalized messages to intricate patterns, resulting in endless
possibilities. By combining two of these Baker-Bots together onto the same conveyor line, bakery manufacturers
can increase their throughput while still maintaining quality and consistency.

Apex Motion Control
(778) 298-8292

PRECISION SLICING FOR MEAT AND CHEESE
The GEA OptiSlicer 6000 has a higher capacity, better blade design for a smoother cutting action, eye-level
electronics and a new clear-view operator panel. The machine is easy to maintain, ultimately reliable and bene�ts
from GEA’s leading remote maintenance service.  Regularly shaped products, such as calibrated sausage, salami,
cooked ham and cheese, even products that are known to be di�cult to slice, can be handled easily without the
need for crust freezing. The OptiSlicer 6000 can also be mirrored in left and right-hand versions to minimize
footprint and enhance productivity. The OptiSlicer 6000 operates at up to 1500 rpm, with a wide cross section, up
to 500 mm width x 200 mm height is capable of handling multiple product logs, of up to 1,850 mm length
simultaneously, giving the highest capacity in the sector.

GEA
(844) 432-2329

FROZEN FOOD LUMP BREAKER
The Nibbler lump breaker from process equipment manufacturer Gericke USA enables food, pharmaceutical,
nutrition, and other processors to reprocess off-spec products, scrap, and other materials and convert the costly
waste into invaluable, saleable product. Set inline to capture material for reprocessing automatically or as a stand-
alone unit for manual loading, the Nibbler features a proprietary high-torque, low-speed cutting system that shears
chunks, clumps, and blocks through a serrated screen to reduce the particle size down to as small as 1 mm
without adding heat history. The rugged lump breaker excels in recycling frozen foods, chocolate, candy bars,
biscuits and breakfast cereals, charred or broken snack chips, and other off-spec materials that require a powerful
cutting action in a sanitary design that also safeguards particle integrity. Available in seven standard models and
in custom models to accommodate any off-spec product or reclaim process, the Nibbler comes in either stainless
steel or carbon steel as standard with a choice of screen sizes to meet target particle sizes from 1 mm up to 25
mm.

Gericke USA
(855) 888-0088

HYGIENIC, VERSATILE TENDERIZER
Hollymatic has combined four sought-after features/bene�ts and put them all into one tenderizer machine that
provides customers with a real pro�t center. The Tender-Rite Tenderizer offers power, safety, e�ciency and a
competitive price to add pro�ts to grocery store and supermarket operations as well as small to medium-sized
processing plants. A ¾ HP motor has the power to process up to 1200 steaks per hour. The Tender-Rite’s
hygienically superior design with all stainless steel housing and inlet improves food safety. Stronger tenderizing
blade assemblies provide greater e�ciency. With optional stir-fry slicing blades, butchers and processors can
create stews and sliced portions. Hollymatic also offers a Deep Cut Tenderizing option with the machine.

Hollymatic
(708) 579-3700

PROCESSING FOR SMOOTH FOODS
SinnovaTek, a developer and integrator of advanced food processing equipment and technology, announces the
Nomatic Precision Processing System for smooth food products produced on a small scale. With a throughput
range of 1-3 liters per minute (lpm), Nomatic ensures retention of nutrients, quality, color, and �avor. It is ideal for
producing baby food, sauces, and fruit and vegetable purees. Featuring a portable design and small footprint,
Nomatic is easy to move and can �t through a standard door. The integrated clean-in-place (CIP) system means
the system is easy to clean and the user-friendly control panel ensures simple operation and control.

SinnovaTek
(919) 694-0974
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COLD TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

X-Ray, Metal Detection &
Vision Inspection Equipment

CLICK HERE

For the latest information on innovative equipment and ideas for the cold
chain, please visit R&FF’s Technology Showcase section on our website.

SMART METAL DETECTOR/CHECKWEIGHER COMBO
Mettler-Toledo Product Inspection has launched a new series of smart-design washdown-resistant combination
product inspection systems, integrating sophisticated checkweighing and metal detection technologies. The CM33
Washdown and CM35 Washdown combination systems are aimed at manufacturers of packaged food products,
including dairy and meat products, who require a quick-cleaning, advanced contaminant detection, and a precision
weighing solution.

The CM33 Washdown is based on the C33 PlusLine Washdown checkweigher announced in 2020, but with an
integrated metal detector from Mettler-Toledo’s Pro�le range of systems. It is capable of mid-range frequency
operation and throughput of up to 250ppm, with weighing accuracy of up to +/- 0.2g. With the CM35 Washdown,
manufacturers get a system that is capable of a high frequency range and high sensitivity. To complete their
combination CM33 Washdown or CM35 Washdown, customers can choose one of three stainless steel Mettler-
Toledo Pro�le metal detectors: one for small, packaged products, one for bulk, dry product applications, and one
that delivers maximum sensitivity in challenging applications.

Mettler-Toledo
(813) 889-9500

CHEMISTRY OF CONTAMINANT DETECTION
Relearning product characteristics when inspecting food applications is a common challenge for processors.
Thermal changes and water content are the main factors that can interfere with metal detector signals. Just 5°C
temperature change can alter product characteristics. Simultaneous frequency is the most reliable way to remove
this product effect when inspecting refrigerated and frozen foods, as this technology doesn’t compromise the
sensitivity of the metal detector. Fortress uses ARM microprocessors to adapt to these changing product
characteristics. Additionally, AutoPhase is a useful tool available on all Fortress metal detectors that tracks long
term changes within wet products, adapting and syncing to new characteristics.

Fortress Technology
(416) 754-2898

DIGITAL SORTING SOLUTIONS
Key Technology introduces Global View, a patented new software-driven capability for their VERYX digital sorters.
Global View combines product data collected from multiple sensors with different vantage points around the
product stream and enables the sorter to consider each object in its entirety when making classi�cation and sort
decisions. This unique software optimizes product quality, increases yield, collects more sophisticated data and
reduces manual inspection. Global View applies a sorter’s ‘classi�cation logic’ to the combined object data from
more than one view to better remove defects, make grade and/or collect more complete data about food
products. Defects can be de�ned by color, size, shape, structural properties and/or chemical composition,
depending on the sensor types and the needs of the processor.

Key Technology
(866) 889-1685
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COMPANY PROFILES

Tecnopool TP Food Group
The only limit is our customer's imagination.

 Tecnopool designs, builds, and installs machinery for heat treatment
and processing of food products, from – 40°C to +300°C, covering
product make-up, proo�ng, pasteurizing, baking, cooling, deep-
freezing as well as overall handling. Our Spiral Freezer,
characterized by drum-free level-to-level technology, meets the
highest hygienic requirements of the food industry. A space saving
solution that improves system reliability and productivity as well as
minimizes energy consumption. Every spiral freezer is designed to
�t in accordance with existing line, available space, and products.
Our freezing system can process any type of food: ready meals,
pizzas, shrimp, �sh, hamburgers, meatballs, chicken nuggets, bread,
mu�ns, cookies, etc.

The spiral belt is entirely made in stainless steel AISI 304 and the supporting structure has been speci�cally
designed to permit an easy access to every part of the spiral. The Internal and external catwalks make it possible
to clean even the most hidden points of the spiral.

For more information contact:
Tecnopool TP Food Group
tpfoodgroup.com
tecnopool.it
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